FLYING INSECTS

- QUICK KILL
- KILLS WASPS & HORNETS ON CONTACT
- KILLS WITH RESIDUAL ACTION AS WASPS & HORNETS RETURN TO NEST
- SPRAYS UP TO 20 FEET
- DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE OF 47,300 VOLTS
- CAN BE USED BOTH INDOORS (ATTICS AND OTHER PLACES WHERE NESTS ARE BUILT) AND OUTDOORS ON WASP & HORNET NESTS
- CONTAINS NO CFC'S OR OTHER OZONE DEPLETING SUBSTANCES. FEDERAL REGULATIONS PROHIBIT CFC PROPELLANT IN AEROSOLS

EPA Reg. No. 279-3401   EPA Est. No. 9444-LA-1

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
- TETRAMETHRIN .............................................. 0.10%
- PERMETHRIN .................................................. 0.25%
- *PIPERONYL BUTOXIDE ................................ 0.50%
**OTHER INGREDIENTS:...................................... 99.15%

*Equivalent to min. 0.4(butylcarbityl)(6-propylpiperonyl) ether and 0.1% related compounds.

**Contains Petroleum Distillates

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

See Side Panel for Additional Precautions

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS & DOMESTIC ANIMALS

CAUTION
Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Prolonged or frequently repeated skin contact may cause allergic reactions in some individuals.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
This pesticide is extremely toxic to aquatic organisms, including fish and invertebrates. Do not apply directly to or near water. Drift and run-off may be hazardous to fish in water adjacent to treated areas. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment, washer, or rinsate.
This pesticide is highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment on blooming crops or weeds. Do not apply this product or allow it to drift to blooming crops or weeds while bees are visiting the treatment area.

FIRST AID

If in Eyes:
Hold eye open and rise slowly and gently with water for 15 to 20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eyes. Call a poison control center for treatment advice.

If Swallowed:
Immediately call a poison control center or doctor. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

If on Skin or Clothing:
Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15 to 20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

If Inhaled:
Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably mouth to mouth if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

HOT LINE NUMBER: Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment.
For emergency information, call (800) 331-3148. For product information call (800) 321-1362, Monday-Friday, 8:00 am to 5:00 pm EST.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN: Contains petroleum distillate-vomiting may cause aspiration pneumonia.

Manufactured By:

FMC Corporation
2929 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

Net Weight: 17.5 oz/496 g
PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS
Contents under pressure. Keep away from heat, sparks, and open flames. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130˚ F may cause bursting.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.
Read Entire Label.

**PRECAUTIONS AND RESTRICTIONS**
- Do not use in commercial food/feed handling establishments, restaurants or other sites where food/feed is commercially prepared or processed.
- Not for use in Federal inspected meat and poultry plants.
- Do not allow adults, children, or pets to enter the treated area until sprays have dried.
- Do not use this product in a way that will contact adults, children, or pets, either directly or through drift.
- Do not make application during rain.
- Do not apply when food is present.
- Do not water the treated area to the point of run-off.
- Not for broadcast use on indoor residential surfaces.
- Other than applications to building foundations (up to a maximum height of 3 feet), all outdoor applications to impervious surfaces such as sidewalks, driveways, patios, porches and structural surfaces (such as windows, doors, and eaves) are limited to spot and crack-and-crevice applications, only.
- Application is prohibited directly into sewers or drains, or to any area like a gutter where drainage to sewers, storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitat can occur. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.

For best results, spray in early morning or late evening when insect activity is minimal. Stand a safe distance from nest and not directly underneath. Remove protective cap. Hold can upright and point spray opening toward nest with wind at your back. Spray until nest is thoroughly saturated to kill the entire nest population. Residual action will kill wasps and hornets returning to the nest. Wait at least 24 hours before removing the nest.

To Kill Wasps, Hornets, Yellow Jackets and Bees under eaves, screens, window frames, doors, patios, cracks, holes or crevices wherever insects are noticed. Spray until the surface is just damp, but not to the point of run-off. Avoid excess application. To prevent entrance of insects into the house, spray around points where insects enter such as outside plumbing, faucets, etc., and cracks or crevices in foundation as well as along sills and ledges.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal.
**Pesticide Storage:** Do not store near heat or open flame. Store in cool dry area away from children
**Pesticide Disposal and Container Handling:** Do not Puncture or Incinerate! If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions.